
Meet our CEO  
Riccardo Canevari

Location Date Time Venue

Sydney Monday, 28 March 2022 5pm-7pm
Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel  

27 O’Connell Street

Melbourne Tuesday, 29 March 2022 4:30pm-6:30pm
Garden State Hotel, Observatory room  

101 Flinders Lane

I’m looking forward to 
my first face to face 
meetings with many 
of you in Australia as 
part of an upcoming 
roadshow for RAD.

Greetings to our shareholders 
and all reading this... 
I’m looking forward to my first face 
to face meetings with many of you 
in Australia as part of an upcoming 
roadshow for RAD. These past months 
have been difficult for all of us due to 
the constraints put upon international 
travel and as much as mediums such 
as Zoom allowed us to communicate, it 
is not the same as a direct handshake. 

I look forward to the opportunity 
of updating you on our progress at 
shareholder debriefs to be held in 
Sydney (Monday 28 March), and 
Melbourne (Tuesday 29 March).

Since I last reached out to you, we 
have strengthened our executive team 
and we continue full steam to develop 
our deep pipeline of therapeutic 
radiopharmaceuticals.

There’s an apt phrase in our business… 
unmet need. That’s what’s driving us. 

We aim to become a recognised leader 
in this most worthy of tasks. Our 
ongoing research into and use of high 
and low energy isotopes for diagnostic 
as well as therapeutic uses in treating 
cancer is our goal and we look 
optimistically to the future as we strive 
to improve the outcomes of patients 
with oncological disease. 

We plan to start four new Phase 1 trials 
in 2022 and expect to have a Phase 2 
readout by June 2022.

I N V I T A T I O N

R S V P :  Please register your interest by 24 March 2022
Email: alison@radiopharmtheranostics.com

RICCARDO CANEVARI
Chief Executive Officer
and Managing Director



We’ve bolstered our management 
team with exceptionally qualified 
leaders in the oncology field. In our 
December introductory newsletter, we 
introduced you to our Chief Medical 
Officer, Professor David Mozley and 
our Chief Technology Officer, Dr. Thom 
Tulip. Also joining us effective early 
this year are Dr. Scot Harper, Senior 
VP of Clinical Operations, Dr. Gitasha 
Chand, Global Medical Director,  
Dr. Levente Meszaros, Global Director 
of Translational Science, Dr. Antje 
Wegener, VP Clinical Development, 
and Bill Regan as Senior Vice President 
Regulatory Strategy.

Their CV’s reflect the very rarefied 
levels of professional achievement in 
the field of oncology. 

Our board has also been strengthened 
immeasurably by the appointment 
of Hester Larkin as a Non-executive 
Director. 

Her background in the pharmaceutical 
and medical imaging industries is a 
perfect fit for our business.

Her leadership abilities are reflected 
in the driving of successful 
product launches of proprietary 
pharmaceuticals and imaging agents in 
oncology, cardiology, neurology and HIV. 

I look forward to expanding on these 
and other positive developments when 
I meet you, so please look to this note 
as a personal invitation to discover 
more as to how we are transforming 
the company and working towards 
creating value for your investment 
with us.  

Kind regards, 
Riccardo 

DR SCOT HARPER
Senior VP of Clinical Operations

DR. GITASHA CHAND 
Global Medical Director

DR. LEVENTE MESZAROS 
Global Director of 

Translational Science

DR. ANTJE WEGENER 
VP Clinical Development

HESTER LARKIN
Non-executive Director

BILL REGAN
Senior VP of  

Regulatory Strategy

We have attracted 
professionals of the 
very highest calibre, and 
as their experience is 
brought to bear, you will 
see your company rapidly 
grow and prosper.


